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“Numbers numb, jargon jars, but nobody ever marched on 
Washington because of a pie chart. 

Stories, by their very nature, tend to get stored in our brains. So, 
if you can change the story inside someone’s head, you’ve taken 

the first step to changing the world.”

-Andy Goodman
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• VPRI (https://research.ubc.ca/)
• Internal competitions (e.g. GCRC, RSFG, UKP, CRMA, CUES)
• SPARC (https://sparc.ubc.ca/)

• Program outreach
• Project and proposal development including:

• Sample grants
• Application guides and templates
• Consultations, editorial review and SWOT analyses of your proposals
• Internal (peer) reviews

• IPO (https://ipo.ubc.ca/)
• Support for infrastructure awards (e.g. CFI, BCKDF)

List of grant-related resources

https://research.ubc.ca/
https://sparc.ubc.ca/
https://ipo.ubc.ca/
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Writing in the Sciences <https://www.coursera.org/learn/sciwrite/home/welcome>
by Dr. Kristin Sainani, Associate Professor Health Research and Policy (Stanford University)

This course teaches scientists to become more effective writers, using practical examples and 
exercises. Topics include: principles of good writing, tricks for writing faster and with less anxiety, the 
format of a scientific manuscript, peer review, grant writing, ethical issues in scientific publication, 
and writing for general audiences.

PharmSci PERL Seminar Resources from Dr. Sandra Jarvis Sellinger

This is an excellent collection of 1 page posters giving evidence-guided overviews on everything 
from writing manuscripts, editing, data analysis, presentation, using social media to promote your 
work etc. 

Writing-related resources

https://www.coursera.org/learn/sciwrite/home/welcome
https://ubcca-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/r/personal/sandra_js_ubc_ca/Documents/PERL%20Seminar%20-%20Resources?csf=1&web=1&e=z7ZY3O
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Awards
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• Align your research/achievements with the mandate of the award

• Include a statement on how the referee knows you

• Provide context for some of the notable honours in your CV
• E.g., “summa cum laude”, “one of 2 provincial awards”, “only award in this category”, 

“top of the committee”

• Provide context for the importance of your research achievements from the CV
• E.g., “this was the first study to show xyz”

• Keep the letter writer’s qualifications, position, seniority in mind. Don’t include granular 
details about methods, specific transgenic animals,  

• (remember, you are drafting this on behalf of the referee)

Drafting letters for Awards
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Keep your CVs up-to-date

ORPA (https://prizes.research.ubc.ca/)
• Directory of award database
• Advice on specific awards
• Advice on awards planning and laddering for your career
• Reviewing and providing detailed feedback on draft nomination materials
• Arranging for Institutional letters of reference or nominations

Applying for research-related awards

https://prizes.research.ubc.ca/
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• Make sure you understand the definitions of words like equity, diversity, inclusion, sex, gender, unconscious bias, systemic 
barriers. Often people think they know, but then misuse these terms. 

• Keep in mind that diversity can be about many things: sex, gender, age, socioeconomic status, physical abilities, age, 
education, sexual orientation, parental status/responsibility, immigration status, Indigenous status, religion, disability, 
language, race, place of origin, ethnicity, culture, and other attributes.  What are some of the systemic barriers that occur in
these groups?  How do you show awareness of these barriers and minimizing/removing them?

• What have you done and are you doing to educate yourself about EDI practices?  Have you attended some training 
sessions/workshops; taken online modules; participated in discussion groups? Etc. (see appendix 1 for some training 
opportunities)

• Consider your own privilege and unconscious biases. Don’t deny that you have them. We all do. Self-reflection is the first 
step in moving your research and training environment towards being more equitable and inclusive. This is not the place to 
claim to be an expert. 

EDI considerations for your proposals

Courtesy of Dr. Wendy Robinson

https://www.grad.ubc.ca/researcher/15302-robinson
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A common question asked on many applications is: Are sex (biological) and gender (socio-
cultural) considerations taken into account in this proposal? For more information, consult the 
CIHR guide to sex- and gender-based analysis.

• This question is asking about the research design. So saying you have a diverse lab group indicates 
that you do not understand the question.

• Don’t mix up or synonymize sex and gender. These terms are not interchangeable (non-human 
animals may have sex (none/female/male/hermaphrodite) but do not have gender).

• Don’t check “yes” if the answer is really “no”. If sex and/or gender are not applicable to the study 
question, then check ‘no’ and explain why not. 

• Gender of the research “participant” is not applicable if 
• (i) you are using an existing dataset/database where this information was not collected or 
• (ii) you are studying non-biological items, microbes, non-human animals, or fetal tissues (for 

example).

Sex/Gender considerations in your research

Courtesy of Dr. Wendy Robinson

https://cihr-irsc.gc.ca/e/32019.html
https://www.grad.ubc.ca/researcher/15302-robinson
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• Gender is also relevant to the researchers and any other humans involved in the work and/or KT. 

• In most clinical studies, gender is relevant and can be considered as a social determinant of health. Keep in mind that gender 
identity is not confined to a binary (girl/woman, boy/man) nor is it static; it exists along a continuum and can change over 
time. Also note that infants, toddlers, and most young children are too young for self-identity. 

• Sex is almost always applicable to a study, unless the study is limited to non-biological items, molecular biology of proteins or 
pathogens in an acellular environment.

• There are many sex differences at the cellular level. Thus, sex of samples (even cell lines) should be reported and considered 
in the study design. Are there sufficient numbers of samples from all sexes to analyze the potential effects of effects? If 
possible, results should be disaggregated by sex, not only corrected for sex in the analysis.

• Be clear about how sex is defined. Most commonly, research uses an individual’s self-reported legal sex, their sex assigned at 
birth, or chromosomal sex (presence/absence of a Y chromosome). These can be discordant and the nuance between how 
sex is defined can matter scientifically. Explain this if/when it is relevant to your work.

Link to the Govt of Canada’s course on GBA+:
https://women-gender-equality.canada.ca/gbaplus-course-cours-acsplus/eng/mod01/mod01_01_01.html

Sex/Gender considerations in your research - cont’d

Courtesy of Dr. Wendy Robinson

https://women-gender-equality.canada.ca/gbaplus-course-cours-acsplus/eng/mod01/mod01_01_01.html
https://www.grad.ubc.ca/researcher/15302-robinson
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“Don’t try to map out your career path too early, and don’t be afraid to say yes to new 
opportunities as they come up.” 

(Michael Coughtrie, 
Dean of the Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences)
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The Ethics and Etiquette of Research Collaboration
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Recommended Practices: 

Early in the collaboration, explicitly discuss with the team:

1. Author requirements
2. How extensions of the study will be handled
3. A written collaboration agreement for authors

The Ethics and Etiquette of Research Collaboration
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• To meet my organization’s/granting agency’s requirements
• To be able to work closer with my peers
• To attract research funding
• To increase the impact of my research (including publications) 
• I’d rather not collaborate if it were up to me

Why do you want to collaborate?
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• Future: those you collaborate with today will think of you tomorrow when they are putting together a € 20,000,000 grant 
proposal.

• Criticism: collaborators are more likely to tell you, that in reality the emperor is not wearing any clothes. Debating ideas is 
also important for creativity and achieving Group Genius

• Ability to bring more experience to bear: tapping into the distributed intelligence of a group increases you chances of 
solving problems more efficiently.

• Wider array of techniques: a collaboration across lab groups, departments or institutions widens the access to a greater 
number of tools and techniques used for research.

• Agility: it is far more likely that you can exploit an unexpected finding in the setting of a collaboration.

• Early adopters: your collaboration partners are almost by definition your early adopters for your novel approach, new 
technology, or new hypothesis.

Adapted from: https://blog.globalacademyjobs.com/20-benefits-of-collaboration-as-a-researcher-you-cannot-afford-to-ignore/

Some benefits of collaboration as a researcher

https://blog.globalacademyjobs.com/20-benefits-of-collaboration-as-a-researcher-you-cannot-afford-to-ignore/
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Since 2014, the Green College Leading Scholars Program has provided opportunities for UBC 
faculty members newly appointed at the rank of Assistant Professor or Assistant Professor of 
Teaching (tenure-track) to make connections across disciplines while sharing ideas in a 
convivial setting.

The appointment is for a two-year period, after which Leading Scholars have the option of 
continuing as Members of Common Room at Green College for a further two years. 

In their first year, Leading Scholars meet several times in groups before and over dinner. 

In the second year, they organize and host one or more series of presentations as part of the 
College's interdisciplinary programming, for which they are allocated a budget.

https://greencollege.ubc.ca/leading-scholars-program

Green College Leading Scholars Program

https://greencollege.ubc.ca/leading-scholars-program
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• ORS (https://ors.ubc.ca/) 
• Research account setup including RPIF submission and spending limits
• Finding funding or developing research grants;
• Obtaining an institutional signature for a grant application;
• Obtaining a compliance certificate for research involving human subjects, 

animals or biohazardous materials;
• Transferring research funds to my collaborators at another institution;
• Registering a clinical trial;
• Finding information about research funding at UBC and its affiliated institutions.

• UILO (https://uilo.ubc.ca/)
• The UILO enables research collaboration and innovation partnerships between 

researchers and industry, government and non-profit organizations.

List of grant-related resources

https://ors.ubc.ca/
https://uilo.ubc.ca/
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